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MULTIGRID APPLIED TO

MIXED FINITE ELEMENT SCHEMES

FOR CURRENT CONTINUITY EQUATIONS

by

Arnold Reusken

Abstract: Mixed finite element discretizations for current continuity equations
are presented in [5,6,8]. We consider the resulting system of equations and develop
a multigrid method for such a system. Our method is based on a connection
between the given system and nonconforming Crouzeix-Raviarl finite elements.

1. Introduction

Recently (new) mixed finite element discretizations for current continuity equations have been
presented in [5,6,8]. These schemes have nice properties: They provide an AI-matrix, there is
current conservation, and a good approximation of sharp shapes. Such a scheme results in a
large sparse system of equations for the unknowns. A "standard" multigrid solver cannot be
used for this system due to the presence of (extremely) large convection in part of the domain
and the use of mixed finite elements. In this paper we present a suitable multigrid method for
solving this system. The method is based on a connection between the system resulting from
the mixed FE discretization and nonconforming Crouzeix-Raviart FE. Using this connection
together with multigrid theory for nonconforming FE then leads to a multigrid method for
the given system. These ideas underlying our method are an important subject of this paper
and might be useful in other situations too.

We consider the continuous problem as in [6]:

find u E HI (n) such that

div(Vu +uVt/;) = f in n c ]R2

(1.1)
u = g on fa C an

au at/;- + u - = 0 on f 1 = an \ faan an
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In this current continuity equation (the current is defined by J = V u + uV 1/J) we assume
that 1/J is a given function.

In §2 we collect some results from [6] concerning the mixed FE discretization of (1.1). In
§3 we discuss a connection between the system resulting from §2 and a suitable variational
problem in the Crouzeix-Raviart nonconforming FE space. In §4 we present our multigrid
method. In §5 we give some numerical results.

2. Mixed finite element schemes for current continuity equations

In this section we collect some results from [5,6].

2.1. Continuous problem. The problem we want to solve is given in (1.1). Using the
Slotboom variable p:= eVu this results in the following problem

find P E H1(n) such that

divee-vVp) = j in n

(2.2)
p = X:= eVg on f o

8p =0 on f 18n

2.2. Discretization. For ease we assume that n is a polygonal domain. Let {Tlch~o be a
regular sequence of triangulations of n into triangles T. The set of edges of Tic is denoted by
E Ic ; edges are denoted by ei and Elc = {eihelouI with 10 the index set of edges ei C f 0 and 1
the index set of edges ei C n\fo. Midpoints of edges are denoted by mi.
We use the lowest order Raviart-Thomas mixed finite element method to discretize (2.2).
Set

RT(T) = {T = (Tll T2) I Tl =0: + f3x, T2 = 'Y + f3y, 0:, {3, 'Y E 1R} (T E Tic)

and define

Vie = {T E (L2(Q)? I divT E L 2(n), T' n =0 on f t , TIT E RT(T) for all T E Tie} ,

W Ic = {ep E L 2(n) I eplT E poeT) for all T E Tie} .

Then the discretization of (2.2) is as follows

find J Ic E l'ic and Pic E H'Ie such that

(2.3) f eVJ Ie • Tdx +f Pie divTdx =f XT' n df VT E Vic
n n ro
J epdivJledx =J jepdx Vep E Wle •

n n
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The matrix associated with (2.3) is not positive definite. To circumvent this Lagrange multi
pliers are used.
Define V" = {-r E (L2(0))2 I 'T'IT E RT(T) for all T E T,,}, and for ( E L2(ro)
A",e = {J.L E L2(E,,) I J.Lle E Po(e) for all e E E", J(J.L - () ds =0 for all i E fo}.

el

Instead of (2.3) we now consider the discretization

(2.4)

f e'" i" . 'T'dx + L: f PIe div'T'dx - L: f X" 'T' . n ds = 0 Y'T' E "Vr.
oTT T aT

L: f ep divi" dx =f f epdx Yep E Wle

T T 0

L: f J.L i Ie • n ds = 0 YJ.L E AIe,o .
T aT

The problem (2.4) has a unique solution and i" =J", PIe = PIe holds. Moreover X" is a good
approximation of P at the interelements (see [1]). In the resulting matrix-vector problem the
unknowns corresponding to i" and PIe can be eliminated by static condensation. Lemma 2.5
below shows that in (2.4) i" and PIe can be eliminated a-priori. The proof of this lemma is
straightforward using the arguments concerning static condensation in [6].

Notation. In the remainder we use the following notation: for h E L2(A) we set hlA .

I~I J h(x) dx.
A

Lemma 2.5. Define JI by J(T(X) =! IITx. Define a symmetric bilinear form ble L2(EIe ) x
L2(E,,) -+ 1R and a linear functional F" : L2(E,,) -+ 1R as follows:

ble(>.,J.L) = L: (ITle"'IT)-l f >'nds· f J.Lnds
T aT aT

FIe(J.L) = L: (ITI e"'IT)-l f e'" JI dx· f J.Lnds - L: f J.LJ/. nds •
T T aT TaT

Then the solution Xle of (2.4) is also the unique solution of the following problem

{

find X" E Ale,,, such that
(2.6)

bk(Xle,J.L) = F,,(J.L) for all J.L E A".o.

2.3. Rescaling. The Lagrange multiplier X" is an approximation of p = e'" u, and is not
suited for actual computation if the range of t/J is large (which often happens in semiconductor
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problems); moreover we are interested in approximating 'U instead of p. So we rescale Xk to
get an approximation Pie of 'U (at the interelements).
In addition to Ale" we will also use the space Ak := {Il E L2(EIe ) Illle E Po(e) for all e E Ek }

with standard basis functions (Ion one edge and 0 on all other edges) denoted by {lldiEIoUI.

We define the isomorphism Qk : AktR -+ Ak,x (9, X as in (2.2)) as follows. Take Il E AktR
then:

for e C ro

Using this isomorphism we can rewrite (2.6):

The problem (2.7) is the final one, which we actually want to solve.
Rewriting (2.7) as a matrix-vector problem using the basis {Ild of Ale yields the following
system of equations for the unknowns {oiliEI with ;:tie =EiEI OJ Ilj +EiEIo 91ej Ilj

(2.8) L ble (QIc Il;, Ili) 0i = - L bk(QIe Ili' Ili) 91ej + Fk(lli) for i E I .
~l ~~

Remark 2.9. Expressions for blc(QIc Il;, Ili) and Fk(lli) can be found in [6]. The resulting (non
symmetric) matrix is an M-matrix if the triangulation is weakly acute (no angle> j-). The
above discretization has upwinding features for strong convection. For a discussion of this
upwinding effect to refer to [6].

3. Connection with nonconforming finite elements

In this section we show that the system (2.8) corresponds to a variational problem in the
(nonconforming) PI Crouzeix-Raviart finite element space.

Consider the Crouzeix-Raviart (PI) space corresponding to Tie:
Sic = {v E L2(n) I vlT is linear for all T E Tic, V is continuous at midpoints of edges}. The
standard basis of Sle is denoted by {l,Oi}.E1U1o (1,10 as in §2). For ( E L2(ro) we define
Sic" := {v E Sle I v(mi) = (lei ViE 10}.

We also use the space Sic := {v E L2(n) I VIT is linear for all T E Tk }.

Let Ric : Sic -+ Sic be the linear operator which satisfies
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Note that (Rle V)IT = VIT if .,p is constant on T.

Theorem 3.2. Let f be as in (1.1) and define the function GIe(J) E L2(0) by
GIe(J)IT =JiT(1l-l(eYIT)-l eY). Consider the problem

(3.3)

1
find fjle E SIe,g such that

L JV(Rlefjle)' Vtpdx = - JGIe(J)tpdx for all tp E SIe,O .
T T n

yields

Write fjle =I:iEI O:i c.pi + I:iElo 91ej c.pi. Taking c.p =c.pi (i E I) in (3.3) results in a system of
equations for the unknowns {O:i};EI that is given in (2.8).

Proof. Use the notation arc(71,c.p) = L: f V(Rrc 71)' Vc.pdx. Taking tp = c.pi in (3.3)
T T

(3.4) L: arc (c.pi, c.pi) O:i =- L arc(c.pi,c.pi)9Iej - JGrc(J)c.pi dx (i E I).
iEI iElo 0

By comparing (3.4) with (2.8) it follows that we only have to show:

(b) Frc(Jli) = - JGrc(J) c.pi dx .
n

Using the definitions and checking per triangle it is clear that it is sufficient to prove:

(a') ITI-1 J Jli nds •J IJ.i nds =JVtpi' Vc.pi dx
8T 8T T

(b') ITI (eYIT)-l JeY JI dx· J IJ.i n ds - J Jli JI •n ds = - JGIe(J) c.pi dx .
T 8T 8T T

Let T be a given triangle with edges el, e2, es, midpoints of edges ml, m2, m3 (with corre
sponding coordinate vectors M ll M 2, M 3) and unit outward normals n(l), n(2), n(3). Define
V(i) = leiln(i). Now consider a basis function c.pi which is 1 in mi (i E {1,2,3}) and 0 in all
mi with j :I i. One easily verifies that c.piiT can be represented as

(3.5) tpiIT(X) = ITI-1 v(i). (x - M i ) for j E {1,2,3} \ {i} .

Below we also use the following well-known result
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(3.6) for p E P2(T) we have f p(x) dx = ~ ITI (p(rnd +P(rn2) +P(rn3)) .
T

The lefthand side of (a') equals IT\-1 v (i) ·V(i). Using (3.5) it follows that 1 VCPi· VCPi dx =
T

ITI (ITI-1v(i») • (ITI-1v(i») = ITI-1 v(i) • V(i). So (a') holds.
The proof of (b') runs as follows

(ITI eVIT)-1 f eV JI dx· f /-Li n ds - f /-Li JI • n ds
T 8T 8T

= l!lT {f (eVIT)-1 eV cpi dx +V(i). M j -ITI-v(i). M i } (use 'Pi =1 on ei)

T

= l !IT {f (eVITt 1 eV 'Pi dx - 3 J 'Pi dx} (use (3.6))
T T

= - f GIe(f) 'Pi dx .
T

o

Remark 3.7. The system (2.8) corresponds to the variational problem (2.7), for the rescaled
Lagrange multipliers file, which results in a natural way by using the Slotboom variable and
mixed finite elements. From Theorem 3.2 we conclude that the system (2.8) also corresponds
to the rather special nonconforming finite element discretization in (3.3). The discretization
in (3.3) can be related to the given continuous problem in (1.1) as follows. Consider (1.1)
as a variational problem in H1 with a bilinear form an(u,v) = 1 (Vu + uVt/J). Vvdx =

n
f e-VV(eVu). Vvdx and a righthand side functional v -+ -1 fvdx. The problem in
n n
(3.3) results from this by a modified discretization in the Crouzeix-Raviart P1 space. The
modification concerns the following:

(a) in the righthand side functional, f is replaced by j with ~T = !IT(1!-l(eVITt 1 eV)
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(b) an(u,v) is replaced by an(u,v) with aT('Pi,'Pi) = J (e\6 ITt 1 V (e\6 ICi 'Pi) . V 'Pi dx (so
T

e-\6IT is replaced by the harmonic average (e\6 IT )-1 and e\6 u = E Qi e\6 'Pi is replaced by
E Qi e\6 ICi 'Pi). .

Other relations between mixed and nonconforming finite elements are discussed in [1].

4. M ultigrid method

In this section we develop a multigrid method that can be used to solve the system (2.8).
The method is based on the equivalence between (2.8) and (3.3). Through this equivalence
we are led to multigrid methods for nonconforming finite elements (as in [2], [3,4]). Before
we specify the multigrid method we first discuss

- triangulation
- sequence of bilinear forms
- prolon.gation
- smootlier.

4.1. Triangulation. In the remainder we assume a regular sequence of triangulations
{Tkh~o in which Tk ("finer triangulation") is obtained from Tk-l ("coarser triangulation")
by connecting the midpoints of the edges of the triangles of TAr-I. We also assume that To is
weakly acute (all triangles have angles ~ i). In the numerical experiments in §5 we will use
n =[0,1] x [0,1] and a triangulation as in Figure 1.

Figure 1.

4.2. Sequence of bilinear forms. We assume a given k = kmax for which we want to solve
(2.8). We treat this problem in the (equivalent) form (3.3). For ease we use the notation
ale(17, 'P) = LT J V(R1c 17)· V 'P dx (17, 'P E Sk,O) and ii: := LiEIo 91c; 'Pi; then we can rewrite

T
(3.3) as follows:

(4.1)

1
find 17ie E Sk,O such that

ale(17Z,'P)=-ak(ii:,'P)- [G1c (J)'P dX for all 'PESk,O'

7



If we take k = kmax then (4.1) results in the problem we want to solve. We make an obvious
choice for approximation on coarser grids: We take the discrete operators induced by the
bilinear form a,,(·,·) (0 ~ k < kmax). We note, however, that it is not clear if a suitable
"approximation property" (cf. [7]) holds for these coarse grid operators.

4.3. Prolongation. In multigrid methods we need mappings between the finite element
spaces. In conforming finite elements the spaces are nested, so there is a natural imbedding of
the coarse grid functions in the fine grid function space. In nonconforming finite elements this
is not the case, so we need a suitable prolongation PIc : S"-l,O -+ S",o. Such prolongations are
given in [2], [3,4]. We use the prolongation as proposed in [2]: For PIc we take the orthogonal
projection w.r.t. the L2-inner product of S"-l,O on SIe,o. More information concerning this
prolongation is given in Lemma 4.2 below. We omit the proof because it is straightforward.

Lemma 4.2. Define W" := S",o E9 S"-l,O' Let PIc be the orthogonal projection w.r.t. the
L2 -inner product of W" on S",o. Take u E Wle and take the midpoint m. of an edge e. E E".
If e. c an then (P"u)(m.) =u(m.).
If e. rt.. an then (P"u)(m.) = (ITLI + ITR I)-l (ITLI uITL(m.) + ITltl uITR(m.)), where
TL, Tit E T" are the two triangles with edge e•.

From Lemma 4.2 it is clear that if u is continuous at m. then (P"u)(m.) - u(m.). For
this PIc formulas suited for computation can be found in [2].

4.4. Smoother. Systematic research concerning a suitable smoother for a system as in
(2.8) has not been done yet. Two obvious candidates are ILV (which is a popular method for
problems with strong convection) and Gauss-Seidel. Here we restrict ourselves to (a variant
of) Gauss-Seidel. Numerical experiments for problems with a triangulation as in Fig. 1 show
that lexicographic and red-black GS give grid independent convergence, however, with error
reduction factors that are rather bad (even for the Poisson equation, i.e. ,p = 0). This is
due to the fact that, in the special situation with right triangles, for the unknowns on hor
izontal and vertical lines we have only 3-point difference stars which is not very favourable
for smoothing in 2D. In view of this we use a variant of Gauss-Seidel in which we use a
decoupling of unknowns. This variant, which is denoted by GSD (GS with decoupling), has
much better smoothing properties for our system. The following explains the GSD method.
If we collect the unknowns on diagonal lines in a vector Xci and the unknowns on horizontal
or vertical lines in a vector Xh", then the system we want to solve can be written in the form

with D 1 , D 2 diagonal matrices .

This system is equivalent with

The 5-point stencil of the matrix K := D 1 - B Di"l C and the 4-point stencil of L := B Di"l
can be given a-priori. In GSD we first apply a number (say 0') of lexicographic GS iterations
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to the system K Xci = bci - L b/,,,, which results in x~cr), and then we calculate an approxi
mation of Xhv by replacing Xci by x~cr). So one iteration of GSD for approximating (Xci,Xhv)

consists of the computation of (x~cr), D;I(bhv - Cx~cr»)).
If (f = 1 then GSD is just a variant of collective Gauss-Seidel. In our experiments (f = 2
turned out to be a good choice (but also (f =1 is acceptable). If (f = 2 then the cost of one
GSD iteration is comparable with the cost of two usual Gauss-Seidel iterations.

4.5. MG algorithm. Using the bilinear forms a,,(., .), prolongations PIe and GSD smoother
from above we now specify one iteration of the multigrid algorithm on level k (1 < k < kmax)
for approximating Uk E S",o which satisfies a,,(uk,lp) = I,,(lp) for all lp E S",o (I" a given
functional on S",o).

Algorithm (level k).

Step 1. (Pre-smoothing). Apply VI iterations of GSD, resulting in u~"'l).

Step 2. (Coarse grid correction). Let uk-l E S"-I,O be such that

If k = 1 then U"-1 := Uk_I' If k > 1 then compute an approximation U"-I of uk_l by
using J.L = 1 or J.L = 2 iterations of the Algorithm on level k - 1, with starting vector 0,
applied to the problem (4.3).
N (new) ("'l) D-

ow put u" := u" + .A" U"-I.

Step 3. (Post-smoothing). Apply V2 iterations of GSD.

Remark 4.4. There is no convergence proof for the algorithm above. The convergence analysis
of [2], [3,4] cannot easily be modified for the situation here because the bilinear form a,,(.,.)
is nonsymmetric.

5. Numerical results

In this section we apply the algorithm of §4 to some model problems. In all experiments we
use a triangulation as in Fig. 1 and a coarsest grid with h = ~. On the finest grid we have
kmax and hmm. related by hmin =2-(2+".......). We always take one pre- and one post-smoothing
(VI = V2 = 1). The model problems we consider are taken from the papers of Brezzi, Marini,
Pietra [5,6]. First we consider a problem with (strong) convection in the whole domain (Ex
periments lA, IB) and then we consider a problem with (strong) convection in part of the
domain (Experiment 2). In all our experiments we measure the performance of a method by
way of the average reduction factor (arf) which results by taking an arbitrary starting vector
(which is the same in all experiments) and then computing the average of the norm reduction
of the defect in the first 15 iterations.
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Experiment IA. We take f = 0, ro = an with g(x,y) = 1 if x = 0 or y - 0 and

g(x,y) = 0 if x = 1 or y = 1. We take t/J(x,y) = 1(-2x - y) with 1=103
•

We compare four different methods applied to (2.8) with kmax E {I, 2, 3, 4, 5}:

1: Algorithm of §4 with p, =0 (so only 2 GSD iterations on the finest grid)

2: Algorithm of §4 with p, =2 (so MG W-cycle)

3: Algorithm of §4 with p, =0 and GSD replaced by the usual lexicographic GS

4: Algorithm of §4 with p, = 2 and GSD replaced by the usual lexicographic GS.

The results are shown in Fig. 2.

-e--£]-
e e

-A----A--
--&----E>--

1
2
3
4

1 2 3 4 5

Figure 2.

In this problem with very strong convection and thus a strong upwinding effect in the dis
cretization we expect a suitable GS iteration (without MG) to give good results. In this
respect GSD is preferable to lexicographic GS. We also see that the good performance of
GSD is not spoiled by going to (very) coarse grids and that lexicographic GS is significantly
improved by going to coarser grids.

Experiment lB. We consider the problem as in 1A but now with I = 40 (less convec
tion). The solution of this problem on a 16 x 16 grid is shown in Fig. 3. We compare the
methods 1 and 2 as described in Experiment 1A. The average reduction factors are given in
Table 1.
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...

...
•..
...

, 1

Figure 3.

kmax 1 2 3 4 5
method 1 exact 10-& 5 10-4 0.17 0.90
method 2 exact 10-8 10 -4 0.020 0.058

Table 1.

As expected, for kmax large the GSD deteriorates due to the diffusion. Using coarser grids
then gives a significant improvement.

Experiment 2. From the multigrid point of view this experiment is more interesting than
Experiments lA,B because here we consider a problem in which convection dominates in part
of the domain and diffusion dominates in another part of the domain.
Again we take f = o. On part of the boundary we have Neumann boundary conditions:
f 1 = {(x, y) I «x = 1) and (y < 0.75)) or «y = 1) and (x < 0.75))}. On f o we have
g(x, y) = 0 if x = 0 or y = 0 and g(x, y) = 1 otherwise. The convection is determined by
the function t/J = I t/Jo with

o if 0 < P :5 0.8

t/Jo(p) = P - 0.8 if 0.8:5 P < 0.9

0.1 if 0.9:5 p :5 1

with p:= «x _1)2 + (y - 1)2)l

SO IIV t/J(p) 112 = 0 if 0 < p < 0.8 or 0.9 < p < 1 and IIV t/J(p) 112 = I if 0.8 < p < 0.9. For
1= 103 the solution of (2.8) on a 16 x 16 grid is shown in Fig. 4. We consider the algorithm of
§4 with different values of I-" (I-" =0,1,2) for problems with varying kmax (kmax =1,2,3,4,5).
For different values of I-" the results for I = 10 and I = 103 are given in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6
respectively.
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5

Jl=l
,.0

eo· ....• Ii = 2
~". r

Figure 6.

1

1.:r-------...o-;::;-"_--------,
0.9 Ilt.... -8--0£1

I Jl=O0.8 I

0.7 I

0.6 r1
0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1
0"1.--...,....---+-~-----j~-.__----l

p=l

54

Ja--o--EJ

"p" p =0
I

I
I

I

cl .£)....
.£f"

~
/ p=2-..... .. _...~

123

Figure 5.

1"..---------------,
0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

'i: B.S
III

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1
0"""L.---r----f----.---+---,.----J

l3- - i3 - -0- - G- - 0£I

Jl=O

Jl=1
C7- -e__--G----e-----E>

..,--" ~
<$_~e~-"'" p = 2

In Figure 7 we show the results for Icmax =4 and with varying Jl and 1.
1::r---------------,

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

t 0.5
III

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1
0"""L.---r----f----.---+--'"T----J

1

Figure 7.

These results show the typical behavIour one expects from a reasonable multigrid method:
"small" « 0.2) error reduction factors even for (very) fine meshes. Also our method seems to
be rather robust with respect to the degree of convection present in the problem. Moreover
in the multigrid method very coarse grids can be used..
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